Engineering Projects: Stakeholders, Communication, and Cost Management

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Dear Sir/Madam

I have noticed the following emails on Internet are linked to social media and in those social
media the user names uses refer to Prince Andrew, The Duke of York. The total contents of
conversations I had with these user names during September-October 2019 are centred by
these user names to encourage people on social media to pay for membership of the Royal
family possibly to bank accounts all overseas and very poorly presented as far as contact
details of receivers of these payments are. Please deal with these mobile numbers as you
feel suitable. In Australia I was referred to bring these issues to the Buckingham palace in
writing by authorities.
Here are the mobile phone numbers these user names on social media used to chat with
me:
1. +44 161 850 6583
2. +44 7428 696578
3. Barrclifford904@gmail.com
royal Attorney
4. +1 409 234 0445
5. Princedukeyoke332@gmail.com
6. Princeandrewchchiristan
7. +4402079304832
8. +1 409 234 0445
9. Prince Andrew@ PrinceA98816300 on twitter
10. hrhprinceandrew_dukeofyork
is linked to: +44 7428 696578

If in future someone with user name of Prince Andrew the duke of York contacted me
when I am on social media and his user name was not registered with the Duke of York
website: thedukeofyork.org I would send you a similar report to make sure Prince
Andrew is secure from online scams. I read the new policy of the Duke of York recently
and thanks for keeping Social media secure from scams for future generation of
Australian Engineers.

Please also link my attached worksheet designed today for “future payments standard
globally” as a standard example for payments related to communications requiring

Project Stakeholders team up for trips related to engineering projects. This worksheet is
my designed sample to show how engineering teams globally can be safe from scams. I
suggest this standards for all communications and payments within Australian project
teams be used or even higher in standard. As we need parents of engineers also become
involved in life of their children who may be as old as me and HRH Prince Andrew as
example, but information needs to be set up with high standard which guides the social
media young users do not get scams which could harm their mental health or
performance at engineering projects. The Duke of York is the best place to start, with me
and Prince Andrew as actors for future engineering social media users in active projects.

Yours Sincerely

Engineer Afsaneh Cooper [Female]

